IntroductIon
The European Union (EU) is both a common market and a political entity with ambitions towards many nation-state prerogatives, including the establishment of an EU "citizenship," supplementary to the national citizenships of EU member states. Free movement plays a fundamental role in both the institutional construction and normative expectations of EU citizenship, 1 but the current interpretation of free movement is more about market building than political or social citizenship. EU institutions promote mobility using a language of free market rights, with other aspects such as social and political citizenship dependent on economically motivated free movement. This basis is problematic because while market-economic rights are formulated on or transferred to the European scale, 2 collective labor rights -i.e., industrial citizenshipremain largely based in national systems, and for posted workers, inaccessible. While individual migrants are protected by equal treatment provisions when they move from one EU country to another, "posted workers," or workers sent by their employer to a foreign country, are quite explicitly not protected by equal treatment provisions, and have only limited rights to trade union representation.
This is a manifestation of the Arendtian dilemma of the "right to have rights." Arendt observed that human rights are effectively only realized through states and national communities. "The right to have rights" hinges on membership in a particular community, in practice meaning citizenship of a particular nation-state. 3 Posted work delimits a labor market of workers who are partly "stateless" in an Arendtian sense: nominally entitled to a set of labor rights, but unable to claim these rights in practice because labor rights, like human rights generally, are exercised via national industrial relations systems, and posted workers are partially outside these systems. Subordination of worker rights does not occur directly, but rather via regulatory renegotiation of the relationship between citizens and territories, contesting posted workers "right to have rights" rather than the rights themselves. This statelessness is in one sense accidental, resulting from the fact that posted workers exist between labor markets and regulatory systems, outside the jurisdiction of a particular national system. In another sense, however, it is deliberately constructed, as EU institutions legitimate exploitation of this situation as an expansion of "market freedoms," consistent with the EU's promotion of the mobile EU citizenship of market actors.
There are two aspects to the partial statelessness of posted workers. The first is that posted workers legally are only entitled to the same standards of employment as domestically recruited workers in a limited number of areas, which are exhaustively enumerated in the Posted Workers Directive. 4 These limitations allow a cost advantage to posted workers over domestically recruited workers in some circumstances, even when the rules are followed judiciously. 5 The second, and perhaps more important, aspect is that EU institutions have constructed a rule system that does not allow for effective enforcement of national labor regulations in all but a small minority of cases. 6 This ensures that the rules are rarely followed judiciously; rather, the rules system is a cloak behind which employers can hide labor violations and only rarely be taken to task. Hanging over the enforcement issue is the hard fact that the imposition of any sort of labor standards on posted work impinges on the rights of employers to freely provide services in the EU. 7 Posted workers, however, do not just have their rights stripped away via external compulsion, but rather via individual and possibly implicit negotiations with their employers. Because workers can theoretically choose whether to seek posted work or look for work in host countries themselves, accepting posted work involves an implicit bargain between the posting firm and the posted employee that host-country rights will not be evoked. Admittedly, it is a one-sided bargain -as David Ellerman would put it, a "Hobbesian bargain" in which workers are "alienated" from their rights -but a bargain nonetheless. Workers can (and often do) move as individuals rather than as dependent employees. When they do, EU rules consider them as passing fully into the labor market and regulatory regime of the host country. Unlike posted workers, individual migrants are unambiguously formally entitled to the same labor rights as native workers, and are indeed protected by EU "equal treatment" standards. Contrarily, for posted workers, the EU protects instead the employer's right to seek a competitive advantage by exploiting wage differentials. Promoting "equal treatment" of posted workers potentially violates the free movement rights of employers, by making the employer less labor-cost competitive.
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Whether labor rights can and should be inalienable -i.e., whether they are the sort of rights which a person can voluntarily waive -is often contested by host-country actors such as unions, who try to apply host-country standards, at least those enumerated in the Posted Workers' Directive, 10 to posted workers, with varying degrees of success. Because the employment conditions of posted workers often violate local law and practice, 11 the bargain between worker and employer remains informal and implicit, and hence subject to arbitrary post facto redefinition by the employer. Free movement, as currently regulated through the intersection of EU and national rule systems, is about constraining the ability of unions and other regulatory actors from intervening in this understanding between posted workers and their employers. The EU imposes a market-citizenship logic, with the goal of protecting and encouraging workers' market autonomy. However, the ability of workers to exercise this autonomy is limited, because the dynamics which strip them of their rights to act collectively also jeopardize their capacity to act as autonomous market actors. This Article starts with Part I discussing the concept of industrial citizenship, which forms the basis for realization of labor rights. Next, it is shown how the concept of homo economicus undermines industrial citizenship by advancing the myth of the individual as an autonomous market actor. Post-national EU citizenship and the construction of mobility rules in the EU configure mobile workers as homo economicus, partially outside and unprotected by national institutions. Part II shows how firms exploit the gaps between national regulatory sovereignties, and the free movement protections they enjoy, by cheating their workers. Part III next discusses how workers largely acquiesce, refusing the overtures of unions and labor inspectorates of host countries to pursue action against their employers because they are aware that these organizations cannot protect their interests. The Conclusion argues that the EU provides the regulatory context in which workers may waive their "right to have rights."
This Article is based on over two hundred interviews conducted during 2011-2015 in the framework of the project Transnational Work and the Evolution of Sovereignty (TWES). A team of researchers interviewed posted workers, unionists, managers, and labor inspectors in Germany, Finland, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Most of the workers interviewed were from Eastern European countries, and a minority from southern Europe (typically Portugal or Spain) or elsewhere. All interviewees are anonymous, following the project's human subjects' ethical policy.
II. cItIzenshIp and transnatIonalIty In the eu

A. Industrial Citizenship
The right to have rights invokes notions of citizenship, which is both an analytical and normative concept tying individuals to society. "Industrial citizenship," a term originally coined by T.H. Marshall, is generally interpreted to mean the exercise of voice in the workplace, and respect for labor rights. It is closely tied to union representation.
12 In Marshall's classic analysis, the realization of industrial citizenship incorporates the working class into the polity, helping to resolve the problem of exclusion due to poverty. Social and industrial citizenship are close conceptual cousins, as Marshall's argumentation makes clear. 13 The industrial relations discipline has a highly developed notion of industrial citizenship in practice, i.e., expressing voice in firms, protecting rights, and defending interests, 14 although the term "citizenship" is rarely used. Industrial citizenship, despite the long history of the term, remains underdeveloped within citizenship studies. Herein it is defined in Arendtian terms. If "citizenship is the right to have rights" 15 then industrial citizenship is the right to have labor rights.
Modern citizenship, industrial or otherwise, is embedded in capitalism and the territorial state system. 16 Since rights are realized through territorial entities, access to rights depends on where physically an individual is situated, and what his or her citizenship status is in relation to that territory. 17 Because territorial states govern dynamic economies with changing governance, citizenship is not a static object but rather an ongoing relational process, defining roles, hierarchies and relationships in society, changing with evolving notions of territoriality and shifting productive structures. Furthermore, people move, as do state boundaries, opening the possibility for noncitizens within states, creating tensions about who has access to what rights. 18 The right to have labor rights must be problematized not only in terms of states and territoriality, but also in terms of organizational membership. Unions (and sometimes works councils) are the primary vehicles for industrial citizenship, and access to these is variable across countries and workplaces. Industrial citizenship is in a macro-sense realized through nation-states, and bounded by their territories; 19 in a more immediate sense it is embedded in the (power) relationship of workers and employers, relying on structural power derived through class-based collectivism. 20 not just the right to have rights within the state system, but also a process and relationship between worker(s) and employers -i.e., the right to have labor rights within a particular employment context, which also has contested boundaries. Inevitably, industrial citizenship rights are variegated depending on bargaining units and collective agreement coverage; employers also strategize around those cleavages to create groups of workers with less access to rights. For example, by outsourcing, employers can undermine access to union or works council representation.
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Mechanisms of industrial citizenship placed class-based political formations at the center of national politics in Western Europe since the end of the Second World War, and permitted the partial decommodification of labor through welfare states. 22 The logic of national citizenship concealed class-based differences by submerging working-class identities into national ones, but at the same time absorbing working-class demands into national economic management. 23 With the decline of these principles, the emergence of marketbased notions of citizenship is unsurprising.
B. Market Citizenship
Market citizenship seeks to enable people as market actors, assuming they will and must realize themselves via autonomous and individual market behavior. The homo economicus archetype is a market citizen, who embodies the core assumptions of mainstream economics about human behavior. Many have noted that these assumptions do not actually hold. However, this misses the point, as economists are as aware as anyone that economical rationality does not determine, or even much influence, economic behavior. Rather, "economic man" is an analytical construct, and "useful as a guinea pig for what could be accomplished."
24 Homo economicus is an ideal which can be achieved through appropriately designed policies, by rewarding desired behavior through market incentives and punishing undesired behavior. 25 This is normative; although people do not behave like homo economicus, economists believe they should.
Critical discussion often makes homo economicus out as a powerful, autonomous market actor, with undesirable effects of his behavior stemming from the undermining of the bonds that hold society together. 26 Ironically, homo economicus might not be found so much in the realm of societies' powerful autonomous actors, such as corporate board members or policymakers, but rather in the realm of those who are subject to their decisions. Powerful individuals do as they wish regardless of economic rationality, but those who live on the margins might not enjoy this luxury. Aihwa Ong points out that the increasing emphasis on "market norms of citizenship" and governance ensures that the security, wellbeing and quality of life of citizens are increasingly dependent on their capacities as free individuals to confront globalized insecurities by making calculations and investments in their lives. 27 In other words, full participants in the new society must use market power for their own ends, rather than be used by the market powers of others. As Margaret Somers writes, "market incentives" are often used to compel "utility maximizing behavior," particularly focusing on legitimating the reduction of social benefits for the poor. 28 For example, Ian Greer and Virginia Doellgast point out that unemployed people are often subject to "activation policies" which "seek to affect transactions on the labor market by increasing the number of job seekers in low-wage occupations and reducing the reservation wage." 29 This marketizes labor by turning many diverse forms of labor into a cheap, standardized commodity.
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Homo economicus is constructed out of reluctant subjects, who are made vulnerable to this imposition by unfortunate circumstances.
Globalization goes hand in hand with the increasing importance of market citizenship, as it provides contexts for sidelining national citizenship, contesting established rights by going around them. This is enabled by the fact that although citizens of different countries may be entitled to equality within 25 their own country, their countries are not equal. The details are different in different contexts, but for posted workers, market forces are introduced through the transnationalization of the labor market regulation and the alienability of labor rights this implies. As Ong puts it, "the infiltration of market logic into politics conceptually unsettles the notion of citizenship as a legal status rooted in a nation-state, and in stark opposition to a condition of statelessness." 31 In the posted worker, the EU constructs its version of homo economicus for political purposes, by creating a hegemonic discourse legitimating coercive interventions which undermine worker power, in politics and in markets. It does so in ways that deliberately construct borders as permeable and flexible for capital, but constraining for national regulators and trade unions. 
C. EU Citizenship
European integration is ideologically based on market ideas, 33 so it is unsurprising that the implementation of EU citizenship is primarily about building markets and enabling individuals as autonomous market actors. In EU political forums, there has been little space for class-based politics or recognition of the centrality of class-based politics in organizing national political systems. 34 Mobility and economic autonomy are foundational ideas in constructing a market-based post-national EU citizenship. A floating workforce, able to redeploy quickly to areas where labor is scarce and away from areas where it is in oversupply, is an economist's ideal: freed from institutional constraints and sociocultural barriers, labor can go where it can be efficiently used, and leave again when the job is finished. This notion of a fluid pan-European labor market is at odds with the traditional narrative of migrants as provisional citizens, who come in search of a better life in the host country, eventually to assimilate and 
.
become full citizens and participants in society. 35 Of course, the reality of EU citizenship is more complex; various contradictory ideas exist, although the starting point has always been justifying mobility through opening of markets.
The mobility of workers as individuals instead of posted workers presents a very different dynamic, at least in terms of de jure rights. The issue of employment and social rights for individually mobile EU citizens emerged in the early days of the EU, based on the Treaty of Rome. 36 Labor mobility did not remain isolated from other policy areas: questions of rights to social security, mobility of family members and the like required answers, so that over time there was a shift towards a social rights approach. Regular migrants who move as individuals pass fully into the labor markets and social security systems of host countries, and are entitled to equal treatment provisions with native workers, meaning the full array of national labor and social rights. These include the rights to work, draw social benefits, send their children to school, etc. Although beginning as extensions of the right to free mobility of labor, they have decommodifying implications.
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Whether based on individual or dependent worker mobility, EU mobility regulation is designed around a set of stylized "facts" about people and societies which reflect neither the people nor the societies, but which fit very well with the notion of homo economicus as a powerful, individualistic, and independent agent. Accordingly, the logic unfolding from EU regulatory frameworks seeks to enable mobile workers as individual market actors, who are presumed to be powerful, individualistic and independent, but constrains and represses them as collective ones, because of the presumed negative effects their collectivism would have on labor-market functioning and free movement. 39 The difference is not so much in how the EU approaches mobility, but in how European regulations articulate with national systems; although individual migrant rights are based on the assumption that they are units of labor rather than people, they are nonetheless embedded in national systems, which do not treat them only as factors of production. Individual migrants have a right to have rights, and their labor rights are therefore not alienable. Much labor mobility in Europe occurs as posting. 40 When an employer sends an employee abroad to perform a job, the regulatory framework falls under the free movement of services rather than the free movement of workers, activating a different set of worker rights. 41 Certain aspects of host-country social security systems and labor rules do not apply to posted workers, as they do to migrants who move on the basis of the free movement of workers. Posted workers exist in a regulatory sense between two or more nation-states, and have their rights guaranteed by both countries and neither. Posted workers operate between countries as autonomous market actors, who may therefore waive their labor rights. 42 Because there are multiple sets of rights which could apply to a given mobile worker's situation, the actual outcome is indeterminate and depends on negotiation with their employer. In a theoretical sense, there are many possible outcomes; in a practical sense, it usually comes down to the power relationship. "Rights" become a reflection of labor market knowledge, power and negotiating acumen. 40 It is difficult to assess the scale of the labor market impact of individual versus dependent mobility, because in practice posted work is used mostly as one form of regulatory avoidance among many, and employers readily shift to other forms -for example, illegality, domestically arranged temporary work, or bogus self-employment -depending on the regulatory framework of the host country. Thus, the organizational forms of posted work and their legal use do not always match up, and employers seeking to avoid enforcement will often put their workers under posting contract ex post facto. Furthermore, the numbers that are available are unsuitable for EU-level analysis because of highly variable national data collection, and measure only flows, which makes it conceptually problematic to compare them with figures of immigrant stocks. Regulatory possibilities are in part defined by the European framework. The Posted Workers Directive (PWD), passed in 1996, 43 establishes that posted construction workers are entitled to the statutory minimum conditions of either their host state or sending state, whichever is better from the worker's perspective, thus allowing national regulation of employment at transnational subcontractors. The PWD, however, protects only a "hard core" of posted worker rights, 44 and these only theoretically, leaving windows of opportunity for labor-cost competition. 45 This seeming subversion of the purpose of the Posted Workers Directive occurs because there is space for labor-cost savings in many contexts while complying with the directive. 46 Furthermore, enforcement is very difficult, so noncompliance with labor regulation is more the rule than the exception.
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III. FIrms' practIces and unIon organIzIng
Markets are often described as voluntary transactions between free and autonomous individuals. Implicit in this is the assumption that states have coercive ability but other actors do not. The policy basis for promoting free markets is that humans are rational economic actors who will be utterly ruthless in pursuit of their economic goals, but only within the rules of economic exchange: i.e., they will not lie, cheat nor use violence. 48 As Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis put it, homo economicus lives in a "charmingly Victorian but utopian world in which conflicts abound, but a handshake is nonetheless 43 Directive 96/71/EC, supra note 4. 44 The Directive specifies which categories of employment conditions it regulates; these are: (1) maximum work periods and minimum rest periods; (2) minimum paid annual holidays; (3) the minimum rates of pay, including overtime rates (this point does not apply to supplementary occupational retirement pension schemes); (4) the conditions of hiring-out of workers, in particular the supply of workers by temporary employment undertakings; (5) health, safety and hygiene at work; (6) protective measures with regard to the terms and conditions of employment of pregnant women or women who have recently given birth, of children and of young people; and (7) a handshake." 49 Under such conditions, if states and trade unions lose their powers to enforce labor contracts, firms will still agree contracts with workers. However, they will do so at free market rates, which may be lower or higher than before, but probably lower because of the loss of the monopoly power of unions. In the real world, in the absence of regulation, workers have trouble concluding enforceable contracts, firms do not regard themselves as having contractual obligations to their workers, and workers face a real risk that they will not always be paid what they are owed, or perhaps will not even be paid at all. Workers cannot behave as labor market actors in the real sense, but only as supplicants to employers. Power and control of information become as important as supply and demand in the operations of the labor market, with employers using a variety of strategies to deceive and intimidate their workers.
Firms' power, however, is fragile, because it depends on the workers continuing to waive rights. To sustain this, firms must prevent unions and labor inspectors from tempting their workers with the promise of much better pay, often enforceable post hoc, if they cooperate in pursuing industrial or legal action. Posted workers by and large come from host countries where wage levels are lower, worker representation weaker, and relationships to management more hierarchical. Furthermore, informal work relations are more common, and labor rights violations more frequent. 50 In this respect, posting firms merely keep intact the employment relations of the sending country. Formal legal structures are only part of the biopolitical technology of posting: in order for regulatory sovereignty to be held at bay, posted workers must continue to regard their employment and social world as extraterritorial, and to tolerate the segregation which cuts them off from host-country society. One aspect of manufacturing extraterritoriality is continuing the legal distinctiveness, but it is also about maintaining ethnic hierarchies, market norms and a degree of acceptance of these things by all the actors involved.
Workers are typically recruited in their home country by a contractor or work agency. This firm presents the posted worker with a contract governed by the laws of the country where that firm is incorporated, which is normally the country where the worker is from. Alternatively, it may be a country chosen by the employer, where the firm has a letterbox subsidiary. Sometimes workers are allowed to read their work contracts, sometimes not. Sometimes there are two contracts with different conditions, to be presented to different 49 authorities. The CJEU Advocate General 51 portrays this process of selecting a jurisdiction for governing the contract law as one of mutual agreement. He describes the decision process in the case of some Polish electricians sent to Finland as such: "the parties that have concluded the employment contracts have expressly chosen Polish law as the law that ought to govern the terms of employment of the workers concerned." 52 This follows the market view of individual workers as autonomous market actors.
Of course, what really happens is the employer decides -sometimes even changing the governing law of the contract without telling the worker. This decision of country in which to base the work contract has implications for the labor standards and social security which apply. It is absurd to believe that individual workers are navigating the intricacies of international labor law themselves, or that there is some kind of negotiation or agreement occurring around it. At best, they are given a deal and they can take it or leave it; at worst, they do not have a deal with clear terms, or the deal they are given is deceptive. In the existing situation in which workers are unable to enforce contracts by themselves, but in which labor inspectors and especially trade unions often stand ready to help workers who feel aggrieved, maintaining the system requires intimidation.
For example, the findings from our investigation of the construction of the European Central Bank (ECB) towers in Frankfurt shed light on how exceptional spaces are created. As Wagner and I found, it was not just one factor, but a combination of legal barriers, works councilor disinterest, organizational boundaries between firms, lack of union capacity and familiarity with subcontracting firms, and weak wage agreements that maintained the exceptional space at the ECB site. Unionists found it difficult to access the site, as the management claimed "extraterritoriality," based on the fact that the ECB is an international institution. Almost all the workers on the site were foreigners, working for foreign-based subcontractors. These firms had no contact with trade unions, and no works councils of their own. Works councilors from the (German) main contractor had no legal right to represent the workers of the subcontractors. Foreign workers expressed in interviews that they had few options to express workplace concerns, and nowhere to go if they felt mistreated. 53 One German trade association representative noted:
The ECB is a very ominous site. It is something that our members and we are not happy with. . . . It is extraterritorial territory and the German rules and law does not apply there. They have barbed wire around the whole site which is already an indication that they want to shut themselves off. 54 Employers often point to such bad behavior as something they themselves (or in the above interviewees' case, presumably the association members) would not do, but at other sites around Europe unions and labor inspectors relate similar experiences, with management restricting site access by various means. 55 Finally, since workers themselves might also of their own initiative seek to contact unions or labor inspectors, the consequences of doing so need to be evident. The firm Atlanco Rimec is a leader in innovative labor intimidation strategies, which due to its size and profile has been discussed extensively within the labor movement, and in news exposés. It provides a good example of how these techniques are used. The first layer of defense in Atlanco Rimec's case is to try to prevent the implication that there is a relationship between the firm and worker which might imply obligations on the part of the firm.
When workers are dissatisfied and make demands, Atlanco Rimec uses its presence in multiple countries to shift the responsibility around and ensure that Altanco Rimec is not obligated to pay anything. 56 Atlanco Rimec is actually a network of companies, which appear in many cases to be shell firms created with the goal of avoiding legal responsibility. Workers' employment can be moved from one company to another, as is illustrated by an excerpt from an Atlanco Switzerland employment contract of 2012: "The company reserves the right to transfer the employee at any time to other companies of the group of which the company is a member on similar terms within the period of the agreement."
57 Since the first step in any process of complaint is normally for the employee to petition the employer, the firm makes itself difficult to contact. One former employee relates:
When the first pay slips arrived, it did not provide us with any information, except for my last name, the company name, and a mysterious logo. In the course of the TWES project research, we had occasion to speak with a number of workers who were working or had once worked for Atlanco Rimec. We did not find any that seemed happy with their jobs, and many had very harsh words indeed for the company. For example, the abovementioned Atlanco Rimec worker whom we interviewed explained:
Atlanco Rimec is a dangerous firm because it abuses people . . . . It abuses the law . . . by stretching it to find ways to circumvent it, only to rob us. It is a criminal agency. This is the first and last time that I work with them.
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While many Atlanco Rimec workers refused to be interviewed -and it is always possible they refused because they were so happy -the circumstances and demeanor of their refusals suggested fear rather than satisfaction. It is informative to look at remarks made about worker performance in Atlanco Rimec's internal database, in which management keeps detailed information about all workers who have worked for them, including reasons for dismissal, and whether they are recommended for reemployment. From these entries, it is clear that Atlanco Rimec systematically dismisses workers who are perceived as pro-union, or who complain about pay and conditions. Some of the entries explicitly mention union sympathies or union activities, e.g., "talks to unions and tries to find problems unnecessarily," while others more vaguely mention "troublemaking" or "turning the other workers against the company." 60 Despite evidence of dissatisfaction and occasional flare-ups of industrial action, workers generally accepted this treatment as their due. In the TWES project, we observed Atlanco Rimec intimidating some of their workers back to work, when some Polish workers working at the Eemshaven construction site in the Northern Netherlands complained to the union about mysterious paycheck deductions. Some of them were fired right away for talking to the union, which scared the rest, as the union said it could not help them unless they would show their pay slips. Instead they went to the client firm, Fabricom, a contractor on the site. Fabricom told them that if it acted, it would be by firing Rimec as a labor agency, which would mean they would lose their jobs anyway. Although the workers were angry, in the end they went back to Rimec, which moved them to a different site. Atlanco Rimec's own records and incident descriptions from other cases suggest that this is a common pattern, rather than an isolated case. 61 Furthermore, it is hardly the only firm which does this, though it is the perhaps the largest and most professionalized; most firms are smaller, less professional, operations.
62 These firms are an established part of the labor market in construction and sometimes in other industries. While not all firms are as systematic, Atlanco Rimec and firms like it set the tone and competitive dynamic by normalizing conduct which some would find morally dubious. 63 Atlanco Rimec's strategy, and the fact that it is supported and encouraged by EU regulation, raises a question mark not only over the rights of workers to collective representation, but even their rights as autonomous market actors to individual contracts, and to effective access to the social benefits they pay for out of paycheck deductions.
If there were a functional labor rights framework to which the posted workers could turn, i.e., if posted workers had the "right to have rights," firms like Atlanco Rimec would only operate, if at all, on the margins of the temporary work industry, but not work openly for large, respectable client firms. On occasion Atlanco Rimec is fined or "fired" as a labor provider, although these actions have not always worked out well for the workers in question. These firings might have more to do with clients setting examples to intimidate workers at other firms on-site. Nonetheless, although Atlanco Rimec's strategy accrues penalties and loses clients, these losses are almost certainly minor compared to the profits gained from large-scale wage theft and avoidance of social fees (the financial position of the company is secret because it is incorporated offshore). 64 One can surmise that Atlanco Rimec regards these costs as the price of doing business, ultimately less costly than keeping its end of what workers would normally regard as employer obligations. This is to say, the self-positioning of Atlanco Rimec as outside any legal system and social norms is not uncontested nor costless, but ultimately sustainable given the EU regulatory framework, the difficultly of enforcement, and the constraints put upon union activity. 
IV. exIt, VoIce and mobIlIty In a pan-eu Job market
Posted workers confront an incentive structure which enforces market rationality by design, but they confront it without the power to ensure that their employers respect the rules as well. They cope with the spotty and highly contingent regulation, low and variable wages, short-term contracts and little job security, and no effective options for workplace voice, through mobility. 65 This mobility helps to reinforce employers' strategies of isolating the workers from hostcountry standards. 66 They normally turn to collective action or enforcement authorities when their conditions are truly unacceptable, their employers have abandoned them and all other recourse has failed. Enforcement normally occurs either through an external agency, such as state labor inspectors, or more usually, through the assistance of trade unions and associated migrant rights groups. Thus, the weakness of collective organization and the enforcement difficulties experienced by state labor inspection have resulted in an epidemic of wage theft, as employers ruthlessly exploit opportunities to control their workforce and minimize their wage bills.
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Because no worker will work for an employer which he or she knows will not pay at least the reservation wage, employers use sleight of hand, preying on hopes and good faith. Once the posted worker is engaged and working, the reservation wage is lower, because the sunken costs of accepting the posting have already been paid. There is therefore the potential for systematic dishonesty to be a viable strategy for firms. The efficient functioning of labor markets is limited by the inherently limited capacity of workers to assess, negotiate and enforce their work contracts. The rationale behind the EU regulatory framework and legal reasoning expects and demands that each and every migrant bricklayer, meat cutter or pipefitter be an expert in EU and national employment law to be able to conclude appropriate contracts. This is not in any way to cast aspersions on the capacities of posted workers, who may be skilled professionals in their own areas, but if they were as skilled at international labor law as international labor lawyers, they would probably be international labor lawyers, and if they had the resources to engage international labor lawyers to check their work contracts, they would probably not work on construction sites for eight euro per hour.
Of the posted workers interviewed in the TWES project, the majority would fit the definition of what the migration literature calls "target earners," or workers who work abroad to achieve a certain monetary "target," and once this is earned, return home. 68 Posted workers' strategies are defined more by the pan-EU labor market of their industry and craft, and less by geography -that is to say they follow particular job opportunities wherever these may be. Posted workers are pushed away from home due to low wages and few opportunities and pulled abroad by higher wage levels and arranged and covered expenditures for travel and housing. In this sense, there can be said to be a pan-EU labor market, with price signals sending workers across a variegated landscape of industrial relations systems and social regimes to take up jobs wherever they are needed, and quickly moving on when they are not.
Some workers emphasize the market power that the ability to "exit" a given situation gives them. As Berntsen shows, posted migrants use mobility between worksites as an alternative to voice mechanisms, which for them are usually blocked. Through mobility and small acts of resistance they improve their bargaining leverage within the market system, but rarely challenge it outright, 69 because resistance comes at a high personal cost. In the TWES project, we only noticed outright resistance in cases where living or working conditions became intolerable, when workers were paid much less than promised (or began to suspect they would never be paid at all), or when there was a serious job site accident. This is to say, the posted workers realized and accepted the "deal" they have made: they accepted their labor rights as "alienable," i.e., that as a condition of employment, they would not be entitled to the same labor rights as the citizens of host-country states.
Hypermobile workers can usually expect a wage premium relative to what they would receive at home, and this is a common motivation for moving. This was not always the case, however; they sometimes were paid similar or lower wages than at home, but accepted the position to avoid unemployment. The hypermobile lifestyle involves a high degree of uncertainty; workers expect that they can be dismissed at any time, and realize they may have to move to another job, perhaps in another country:
Interviewer: Do you always know how long you will stay?
Interviewee: It is a lottery . . . . I can get [notification] Friday afternoon . . . that I have to pack my stuff, and that I don't need to come back Monday. That is how the firms work, in this way. There is contractor, a subcontractor, he gives a contract, and then at that moment there is work. Although, or perhaps because, the level of uncertainty is high, workers are sensitized to differences between countries, and network amongst each other in order to find out about and decide between opportunities in different countries. They perceive the pan-European space as a single labor market, with different wage levels and conditions in different locations:
A total of three times I had adventures with this company. Once in Germany, but before that I worked in Poland. The earnings there were very bad. Until I decided I couldn't do it [in Germany] anymore . . . . I let myself be seduced into working in Germany because there was no work in Sweden, and I was only interested in working abroad. I worked three months in Germany but left because it was so bad.
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Some mobile workers have stable positions with good companies, with mobility occurring within their firms. These are in a different and better situation than those working for agencies or small gray-market subcontractors, and are often better paid and more reliable jobs. Others seemed to have internalized market norms and regard themselves as market players in their own right:
I am a mercenary. Today I am working for Infogesta tomorrow I am working for . . . more money.
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A striking aspect of the interviewing process of posted workers is that, although they are doing legitimate work for ostensibly legitimate employers and have an uncontested legal status to be living and working in EU countries, they nonetheless behave as if they were illegal migrants whose employers could turn them in to the authorities to be deported at any moment. Often, workers we approached to interview would simply say that everything is fine at work (although this was not always the question asked), and those who talked would tell of less outgoing colleagues who they claimed were afraid to talk. 73 Many interviewees involved in enforcement told of informal deals between managers and posted workers, in which the posted workers would claim to be paid more than the evidence suggested was possible. One Finnish labor inspector relates:
We went to the work site . ten euros per hour. After that we checked the contract between the client company and the employer, which was an Estonian company . . . and it said that some of the workers were being billed at ten euros per hour and some seven euros. So basically, what the contractor was billing the client for the workers was less than what the workers said they were being paid. When workers and employers do that kind of cash in hand deal, and say that the working conditions are other than what they are, then we are in practice pretty toothless, that is we don't really have any tools to do anything, if the people concerned are of the opinion that everything is ok. 74 This experience is common and typical to labor inspectors and union officials in other western European countries in sectors where posted work is common. 75 The mentality behind accepting this sort of employer behavior is that of the short-term migrant, who cannot afford to invest too much effort and risk into improving conditions in any particular location, because soon they will be moving on. As one Rumanian carpenter working in Finland told us:
You have to understand something: people come here, they leave their families at home and they come here to earn some money. They are not that interested to be part of the trade union . . . maybe for those who are living here these things have priority . . . . But, for many of them, they come here just to earn some money, to go home to their families, to do what is good for them . . . maybe that's why they think that being part of the trade union counts so little. 76 This worker expresses what many interviewees felt. It is a typical pattern for short-term migrants, and has also been found by, for example, Thörnqvist and Bernhardsson in a recent study on Polish posted workers in Sweden, who note that their interviewees connect their acceptance of unfair treatment with the goal of achieving a "life project" back home. 77 The motivation to resist is weak, but the potential personal cost of being seen as a troublemaker quite high, as one Polish electrical worker working in Germany explained:
Why would a trade union help me? What would I get from that? Even if the union helped me, I wouldn't be able to stay here, because no one would hire me. 78 We spoke with many trade unionists during the TWES project, and found that posted work is a widely recognized problem, particularly among construction unions, because of problems with poor treatment and underpayment, and the displacement of union members by posted workers. Much resourcefulness and creativity has gone into finding ways to represent posted workers, with only limited and short-lived success. Among other things, the problem is that posted workers are so mobile. It makes little sense for them to join a union representing workers in a place where they do not plan to remain, and even less sense to participate in establishing new union structures. Persuading them to join is costly, and unlikely to return sufficient dues income to make it financially viable. 79 The most successful strategies we saw in the TWES project depended on well-resourced unions leveraging the industrial strength of their native members (Finland) and pressuring contracts (Netherlands) to enforce extended collective agreements. Individual labor rights violation cases are lengthy and costly to pursue, often requiring the union to provide representation in the posted worker's sending country. The issues are very complex, having to do with the interactions of EU, host country and sending law, as well as local industrial relations practices. Therefore, pursuing court cases cannot be a large-scale solution.
CJEU court decisions have progressively constrained the actions that unions and governments could take to protect posted workers.
80 Forcing employers to bargain over posted worker conditions is only possible when unions have leverage, and the most significant source of leverage is the strike. However, exercising the right to strike, if done successfully, prevents firms which operate internationally from exercising their right to free movement, because these firms are then unable to move goods or provide services in other member states. If a firm is made less competitive in another EU member state through having a collective agreement imposed through strike action, its free movement rights have been violated. For example, in the Laval decision, the CJEU concluded that [t]he right of trade unions of a Member State to take . . . collective action [designed to raise the pay and conditions of posted workers above legal minimums] is liable to make it less attractive, or more difficult, for undertakings to provide services in the territory of the host Member State, and therefore constitutes a restriction on the freedom to provide services within the meaning of Article 49 EC. 81 Although the right to strike is also recognized by the CJEU as a fundamental right, the means used must be "proportionate" to the worker protection goals of the strike. 82 This proportionality test only goes one way -industrial action can violate a firm's fundamental right to free movement, but a firm through free movement cannot violate a worker's right to strike. 83 Unions, however, can take industrial action to enforce existing laws, such as minimum wages and extended collective agreements, if national law allows them to do this. In countries where such exist there is a regulatory mechanism to enforce labor standards, albeit dependent on the success of uncertain enforcement action and the willingness of the posted workers to lose their jobs. At best, existing systems are a remedy for some of the workers who are being cheated, but of course most posted workers have neither de facto nor de jure equality with native workers, nor is there a practical possibility for them to have collective voice through organization.
conclusIon
Market-making in the EU means the removal of barriers to the free movement of workers and services, both geographically and between regulatory regimes, and the intensification of competition -including wage competition. Regulatory regimes, and firms' ability to successfully strategize between them, are a competitive parameter favoring less restrictive and cheaper regulatory environments. The regulation of posting creates windows of opportunity for labor-cost competition by defining posted workers as partially outside the regulatory scope of the receiving country. 84 
